Abstract
Introduction
Graph partitioning is a well-known problem for which fast solutions are extremely important in paral-'This research was supported in part by DARPA under contract #DABT63-91-C-0028.
1063-9535/94 $4.00 0 1994 IEEE le1 computing and in research areas such as circuit part,it.ioning for VLSI design. For instance, parallelization of many scientific and engineering problems requires part,itioning the data among the processors in such a fashion that the computation load on each node is balanced, while communication is minimized. This is a gial~li-part.itiotiing problem, where nodes of the graph represent, comput,ational tasks, and edges describe the communicat,ion between tasks with each partition corresponding to one processor. Optimal partitioning would allow optimal parallelization of the computations with the load balanced over various processors and with minimized communication time. For many applications, the computational graph can be derived only at runtime and requires that graph partitioning also be done in parallel. Since graph partitioning is NP-complete, obtaining suboptimal solutions quickly is desirable and often satisfactory.
For a large class of irregular and adaptive data parallel applications such as adaptive meshes [2], the c o m p i i t at.ional st.riicture changes from one phase to anot.her in an increment(a1 fashion. In "incremental graph-part.it.ioning" problems, the partitioning of the graph needs t,o he updated as the graph changes over time; a small number of nodes or edges may be added or deleted at any given instant. A solution of the previous graph-partitioning problem can be utilized t.o partition the updated graph, such that the time required will be much less than the time required to reapply a part,itioning algorithm to the entire updated graph. If the graph is not repartitioned, it may lead t.o imbalance in the time required for computation on each node and cause considerable deterioration in the overall performance. For many of these problems the graph may be modified after every few iterations (albeit incrementally), and so the remapping must have a lower cost relative to the computational cost of executing the few iterations for which the computational struct.ure remains fixed. Unless this incremental partit,ioning can itself be performed in parallel, it may become a bottleneck.
Several suboptimal methods have been suggested for finding good solutions to the graph-partitioning problem. Important heuristics include recursive coordinate bisection, recursive graph bisection, recursive spectral bisection, mincut-based methods, clust,ering techniques, geometry-based mapping, block-based spatial decomposition, and scat,tered decomposit.ion [3, 4, 1, 6, 5 , 8, 9, 10, 121.
For many applications, the compirt.at.iona1 graph is such that the vertices correspond to two-or t.hreedimensional coordinates and t.he interaction bet.ween computations is limited to vertices that are physically proximate. In this paper we concentrate on methods for which such informat.ion is not. availahle, and which therefore have wider applicability. Our incremental graph-partitioning algorit.hm uses linear programming. Using recursive spectral bisect.ion, which is regarded as one of the best-known met.hods for graph partitioning, our methods can partition t,he new graph at considerably lower cost. The quality of part.it.ioning achieved is close to that achieved by applying recursive spectral bisection from scratch. Further, our algorithms are inherently parallel.
The rest of the paper is outlined a s follows. Section 2 defines the incremental graph-partitioning problem. Section 3 describes the linear programming-based incremental graph partitioning. Experimental results of our methods on sample meshes are described in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Problem definition
Consider a graph G = ( V , E ) , where V represents a set of vertices, E represents a set of undirect,ed edges, the number of vertices is given by n = 11' 1, and t.hc number of edges is given by m = ) E l . The graphpartitioning problem can be defined as an assignment, scheme A4 : V -P that. maps vert.ices t.o part,it.ions.
We denote by B(q) the set of vertices assigned t.o a partition q , i.e., B(q) = {U E V : M ( v ) = 9 ) .
The weight w, corresponds to the computat.ion cost. (or weight) of the vertex v i . The cost of an edge w , ( v l , v z ) is given by the amount of interaction hetween vertices v1 and v~. The weight of every part,it.ion can be defined as
The cost of all the outgoing edges from a part.it,ion represent the total amount of communication cost, and is given by \Ye would like to make an assignment such that the time spent by every node is minimized, i.e., minO ( r V ( 9 ) + f?C (9) ), where p represents the ratio of cost of unit computation/cost of unit communication on a machine. Assuming computational loads are
the second term needs t o be minimized. In the literature CC(q) has also been used t o represent the communication.
Assume that a solution is available for a graph G( V, E) by using one of the many available methods in t h e literature, i.e., the mapping function M is available such that
and the communication cost is close to optimal. Let G'( V', E') be an incremental graph of C( V, E ) .
i.e., some vertices are added and some vertices are deleted. Similarly, (5) i.(,.> some edges are added and some are deleted. We would like t,o find a new mapping M' : V' -P such t.hat. the new partit,ioning is as load balanced as possible and the communication cost is minimized.
The methods described in this paper assume that C'( V', E') is sufficiently similar to G( V, E ) that this can be achieved, i.e., the number of vertices and edges added/deleted are a small fraction of the original number of vert.ices and edges.
2 Incremental partitioning I n t,his section we formulate incremental graph partit.ioning in terms of linear programming. A high-level overview of the four phases of our incremental graphpart.itioning algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . Some notation is in order. Let 1. P be the number of partitions.
. h"(i)
represent the set of vertices in partition i.
3. p represent the average load for each partition
The four steps are described in detail in the following sections.
Step 1: Assign the new vertices to one of the partitions (given by MI).
Step 2: Layer each partition to find the closest partition for each vertex (given by L').
Step 3: Formulate the linear programming problem based on the mapping of Step 1 and balance loads (i.e., modify M') minimizing the total number of changes in M'.
Step 4 
Assigning an initial partition to the new nodes
The first step of the algorit,hm is to assign an initial partition to the nodes of the new graph (given by
M ' ( V ) ) . A simple method for initializing A4'(V) is
given as follows. Let 
new nodes that are not connected t,o any of t.he old nodes can be clust,ered together (into pot.entially disjoint clusters) and assigned to the p a dtion that has the least number of vertices.
For the rest of the paper we will assume that M ' ( v ) can be calculated using the definition in (7), alt-hough the strategies developed in this paper are, in general, independent of this mapping. Further, for ease of presentation, we will assume t.hat the edge and the vertex weights are of unit value. All of our algorithms can be easily modified if this is not t,he case. The above mapping would ordinarily generate partitions of unequal size. We would like to move vertices from one partition to another to achieve load balancing, while keeping the communication cost as small as possible. This is achieved by making sure that the vert ices transferred between two partitions are close to the boundary of the two partitions. We assign each vertex of a given partition to a different partition it is close t,o (ties are broken arbitrarily).
Layering each partition

L'(v) = M ( x )
where x is such that A simple algorithm to perform the layering is given in Figure 3 . It assumes the graph is connected. Let a i j represent the number of such vertices of partition i that can be moved to partition j . For the example case of Figure 3 , labels of all the vertices are given in Figure 4 . A label 2 of vertex in partition 1 corresponds to the fact that this vertex belongs to the set that contributed to a12.
Constraints in (11):
Const,raints in (12):
Load balancing
Let l i j represent the number of vert.ices t,o he nmved from partition i to partition j to achieve load balance.. There are several methods for load balancing. However, since one of our goals is to minimize the communication cost, we would like to minimize x l , j , because this would correspond to a minimization of the amount of vertex movement (or "deformity") in the original partitions. Thus, the load-balancing step can be formally defined as the following linear programming problem. 
O < i # j < P subject to
O<i<P
Constraint 12 corresponds to the load balance condition. The above formulation is based on t.he assiimpt.ion that changes to the original graph are small and t hc initial partitioning is well halanced. Hence, nioving the boundaries by a small amount, will give balanced partitioning with low communication cost.
There are several approaches to solving the above linear programming problem. We decided to use the simplex method because it has been shown t.o work well in practice and because it can be easily parallelized.' The simplex formulation of the example in Figure 2 is given in Figure 5 . The corresponding solution is 103 = 8 and 112 = 1. The new part.it.ioning is given in Figure 6 .
The above set of constraints may not have a feasible solution. One approach is to relax the constraint in this would achieve load balance but. may lead t.o mqjor modifications in the mapping. Anot.her approach is to replace the constraint in ( 12) by:
Assuming C > A > 1, this would not achieve load balancing in one step, but several such steps can he applied to achieve load balancing. If a feasible solution cannot be found with a reasonable value of A (within an upper bound C), it would be better to start partitioning from scratch or solve the problem by adding only a fraction of the nodes at a given time, i.e., solve the problem in multiple stages. Typically, such cases arise when all the new nodes correspond to a few partitions and the amount of incremental change is greater than the size of one partition.
Refinement of partitions
The formulation in the previous sect.ion achieves load balance but does not try explicitly to reduce t.he number of cross-edges. The minimizat,ion t,erm in ( I O ) and the constraint in (1 1) indirectly keep t,hc crossedges to a minimum under the assumpt.ion that. t.1ie initial partition is good. In t,his section we descrihe a. linear programming-based strategy to reduce the number of cross-edges, while still maintaining the load halance. This is achieved by finding all the vertices of partitions i on the boundary of partition i and j such t,hat. the cost of edges to the vertices in j are larger than the cost of edges to local vertices (Figure 7) , i.e., t.he total cost of cross-edges will decrease by moving t.he vertex from partition i to j , which will affect. the load balance. In the following a linear programming formulation is given that moves the vertices while keeping the load balance. We would like to maximize t,he number of vert.ires moved so that moving a vert.ex will not. i n c r e i w t lie, cost of cross-edges. The inequality in the above definition can be changed to a strict inequality. We leave the equality, however, since by including such v e r t i c w the number of points that can he moved can he larger (because these vertices can be moved to satisfy load balance constraints without affecting the nrimher of cross-edges).
The refinement problem c a n now he p o s d as the following linear programming problem:
(16) Figure 9 : The new partition of the graph in Figure 6 O < i < j aft.er the Refinement step.
Constraint (15)
Load Balancing Constraint (16) Figure 8 : Formulation of the refinement step using linear programming and its solution.
This refining step can be applied it.eratively until the effective gain by the movement of vertices is small. After a few steps, the inequalities ( l i j 5 b i , ) need to be replaced by strict inequalities ( l i j < b i j ) ; otherwise, vertices having an equal number of local and nonlocal vertices may move between boundaries without reducing the total cost. The simplex formulat.ion of the example in Figure 6 is given in Figure 8 and tlie new partitioning after refinement is given in Figure 9 3 Experimental results
In this section, we present experimental results of t,he I i near programming-based incremental partitioning presentred in the previous section (we will use the t.rrm Incremental Graph Partitioner (IGP) to refer to [.tiis algorit.hm). The timings are given for 32 partitions on a I-node and 32-node CM-5.
\Vc have iiscd two sets of adaptive meshes for our txxpt>riiiiiwt,s. Thcsc meshes were generated using the IIlhlE environment [ll] . The initial mesh of the first set is given in Figure 10 . T h e other incremental meshes are generated by making refinements in a localized area of the initial mesh. These meshes represent. a sequence of refinements in a localized area. The nilinher of nodes in the meshes are 1071, 1096, 1121, 1152, and 1192 respectively.
The partitioning of the initial mesh (size 1071 nodcs) \vits det.ermined using R.ecursive Spectral bisect.ion. This was the partitioning used by algorithm IGP t.o det,ermine the partition of the incremental mesh (of size 1096). The repartitioning of the next set of refinement (with 1121, 1152, and 1192 nodes, respectively) was achieved using the partitioning obtained by using the IGP for the previous mesh in the sequence. The results show that, even after multiple refinements, the quality of partitioning achieved is comparable to that achieved by recursive spectral bisection from scratch, t tills t.liis met.hod can be used for repartitioning for wvcral st.agrs. The time required by repartitioning is atmiit, half of t.hc t.ime required for partitioning using KST3. 'l'hc algorithm provides speedup of around 15 to 20 on a 32 node CM-5.
Rlost of t,lie time spent by our algorithm is in the so- . . 
( uc).
The value of v and c depend largely on the number of partitions and the number of edges between the partitions (corresponding to e,, and l i j as described i n section 2.3 and section 2.4, respectively). The values of v and c for the formulation corresponding to performing the load balancing step for mesh in Figure   11 with IVI = 1096 and ( E / = 3260 for 32 part.itions are 188 and 126, respectively These costs are independent of the number of vertices in the mesh and depend on the number of partitions. Thus, for largc meshes the performance shoitld he niirch I)et.t,rr. O i t r software currently implen1ent.s the simplex met.hotl 11s-ing a dense matrix formulation. Since t,he niat,ris is highly sparse, this cost can be substantially reduced by using a sparse representation. Clearly, the lat,ter would be more difficult t o parallelize. Another option is to use a multilevel approach and apply incremental partitioning recursively. We are currently exploring this approach. Since most of the time (even for large meshes) is spent on the solution of the linear programming using the simplex method, any improvements in the time required will have a major impact on the t.ot,aI time required for partitioning.
The next data set corresponds to highly irregular mesh with 10166 nodes and 30471 edges. This data set. was generated to study the effect of different amounts of new data added to the original mesh. Figures 14  ( b ) , 14 ( 
IGP IGPR
with 68, 139, 229, and 672 additional nodes over t,he mesh in Figure 12 . The partitioning achieved by algorithm IGP for mesh in Figure 13 using the part.it.iotr of mesh in Figure 12 for mesh is given in Figure 14 . The number of stages required (by choosing an appropriate value of A , as described in section 2.3) were 1 . 1, 2, and 3, respectively. * It is worth noting that. although t.he load imbalance created by the additional nodes w a s severe, the quality of partitioning achieved for each of the cases was close to that of applying Recursive Spectral Bisection from scratch. Further, the sequential time is at least an order of magnitude better than that of Recursive Spectral Bisection. The above results show t.hat. t.he IGP at. a fract.ion of the cost, can be effectively used for repartitioning to achieve solutions similar in quality to t,hose obtained by applying recursive spectral bisection from scrat.ch. Further, the algorithm can be parallelized effectively.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel linear programming-based formulation for solving incremental graph-partitioning problems. The quality of partitioning produced by our methods is close to that achieved by applying the best partitioning methods from scratch. Further, the time needed is a small fraction of the latter and our algorithms are inherently parallel. We believe the methods described in this paper are of critical importance to the parallelization of the adaptive and incremental problems described carlier.
